Be informed.

Don’t limit the future of your enterprise.

Organizations in all industries experience limitless opportunities when they leap ahead with Oracle Fusion Cloud Applications.

Define your future with Oracle Fusion Cloud Applications. Partner with Oracle.

Complete suite
One single integrated enterprise cloud solution
Seamless interaction of business functions, processes, data, reporting and analytics

Product leadership
65% Positive reports regarding cloud applications from industry analysts
Unrivaled in both vision and execution in the cloud

Unified design
One Complete cloud suite with one user experience and one data model
Data and security to delivery and support — all from one vendor

Industry experience
20 Categories of unrivaled industry knowledge, focus, depth and success
Decades of positive business impact across the globe in every industry

Unmatched investment
$70b Industry-leading R&D since FY04
Embedded next generation technologies across multiple cloud applications

Boundless innovation
18,000+ Global patents that drive innovation and performance
Product and solution roadmaps fueled by thousands of issued and filed patents

Oracle Cloud delivers real success...

Titan International replaces Infor with Oracle Cloud Applications
This video highlights why a global tire manufacturer replaced Infor Lawson with Oracle ERP, EPM, and SCM Cloud. Business benefits included stronger controls, more global transparency, and new innovations at their factories around the world.

...regardless of your Infor products
Baan LN | BPCS LX | CloudSuite | Lawson M3 | Lawson S3 | MAPICS XA | SyteLine
Or one of Infor’s 200 other acquired products?

When you are informed about Infor, the choice is Oracle
Leave your legacy enterprise applications in the past. With Oracle Cloud applications, deploy a comprehensive suite of integrated solutions that readily grow with your organization.

* Determined by reports issuing during 2019 and 2020 by leading analyst firms including Forrester, Gartner and IDC.
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